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Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
The impact of The Late Great Planet Earth cannot be overstated. The New York Times called it the "no.
1 non-fiction bestseller of the decade." For Christians and non-Christians of the 1970s, Hal Lindsey's
blockbuster served as a wake-up call on events soon to come and events already unfolding -- all leading
up to the greatest event of all: the return of Jesus Christ. The years since have confirmed Lindsey's
insights into what biblical prophecy says about the times we live in. Whether you're a church-going
believer or someone who wouldn't darken the door of a Christian institution, the Bible has much to tell
you about the imminent future of this planet. In the midst of an out-of-control generation, it reveals a
grand design that's unfolding exactly according to plan. The rebirth of Israel. The threat of war in the
Middle East. An increase in natural catastrophes. The revival of Satanism and witchcraft. These and
other signs, foreseen by prophets from Moses to Jesus, portend the coming of an antichrist . . . of a war
which will bring humanity to the brink of destruction . . . and of incredible deliverance for a desperate,
dying planet.

The Biblical God Doesn't Exist
Love over Religion is a brave and heartfelt reply to the question, "Why did you leave Christianity?"
After years as an active churchgoer, Danica Allen made the difficult choice to leave the faith. No single
moment led to her decision. Instead, she found herself gradually realizing that her personal beliefs and
morality were at odds with Christianity's foundation. Beginning with her discomfort with a God who
actively encourages acts of abuse, slavery, and discrimination, Allen tackles Christianity's most
significant sociopolitical issues and negative attitudes toward other faiths and the marginalized. She does
so not with anger or intellectual pontification, but with gentleness, humor, and compassion. A must-read
for all those struggling to explain why they cannot accept Christianity, Love over Religion also invites
Christians to examine the often-contradictory teachings of the church. Allen does not condemn the
followers of any faith. Instead, she offers a chance to bridge the divide between atheists and Christians.
Love over Religion provides food for a civil conversation on the relative merits of faith and nonbelief.
Are you ready for that discussion?

Radical Together
While I can make various arguments for the harm that religion does in the world, and the dangers
represented by a faith mentality, the primary issue that I remain passionate about is that religion is false.
The underlying premise is untrue, which means that everything that is built upon that premise is also
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untrue. The staggering amount of time, money, emotional energy and bloodshed expended in the name
of something completely fictitious is a crime against humanity. So while there are debates about
religion's place in society, whether the charitable works they do add value, whether they should have tax
exemptions and access to power in government, whether the comfort some people seem to derive from
their faith is worthwhile and should be left unchallenged, I will focus on one thing: To show that the
God of Abraham, from which the three great monotheisms were spawned, does not exist. I have read
many books on the subject of gods, religions and belief in the supernatural. I've watched many debates
on the matter as well, and one particularly vexing issue comes up frequently and leaves me feeling
dissatisfied. That issue is the one of disproving the existence of God. Scientists will often stop well short
of even making a claim about the existence of God, answering instead that one cannot prove a negative,
i.e. we cannot prove that God doesn't exist. Many debates about the existence of God are often mired
down in that esoteric point and the natural progression from there to debates regarding who carries the
burden of proof. Arguments are presented and then countered and in the end, people must decide for
themselves if they heard anything that impacted their thinking on the subject. I began to think that I
could build a compelling argument for the non-existence of God, but I wanted more than just arguments:
I wanted proof. What you will find in this book is a combination of both. Part I features arguments
supporting my statement that the god of monotheism; the God of Jews, Christians and Muslims featured
prominently in the Holy Bible and the Quran, does not actually exist. In Part II of the book, I will use
evidence, or more precisely, the lack of evidence where evidence should exist, to show beyond a
reasonable doubt that the Biblical God is a mythical figure no more real than Zeus, the King of Gods
from Greek Mythology.

On Death
What is it like to be a preacher or rabbi who no longer believes in God? In this expanded and updated
edition of their groundbreaking study, Daniel C. Dennett and Linda LaScola comprehensively and
sensitively expose an inconvenient truth that religious institutions face in the new transparency of the
information age—the phenomenon of clergy who no longer believe what they publicly preach. In
confidential interviews, clergy from across the ministerial spectrum—from liberal to literal—reveal how
their lives of religious service and study have led them to a truth inimical to their professed beliefs and
profession. Although their personal stories are as varied as the denominations they once represented, or
continue to represent—whether Catholic, Baptist, Episcopalian, Methodist, Mormon, Pentecostal, or any
of numerous others—they give voice not only to their own struggles but also to those who similarly suffer
in tender and lonely silence. As this study poignantly and vividly reveals, their common journey has farreaching implications not only for their families, their congregations, and their communities—but also for
the very future of religion.

Black Sheep
We know Jesus the Savior, but have we met Jesus, Prince of Peace? When did we accept vengeance as
an acceptable part of the Christian life? How did violence and power seep into our understanding of faith
and grace? For those troubled by this trend toward the sword, perhaps there is a better way. What if the
message of Jesus differs radically differs from the drumbeats of war we hear all around us? Using his
own journey from war crier to peacemaker and his in-depth study of peace in the scriptures, author and
pastor Brian Zahnd reintroduces us to the gospel of Peace.

Telling a Better Story
Tells how a renowned preacher left her ministry to rediscover the authentic heart of her faith. A moving
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reflection on keeping faith amidst the relentless demands of modern life.

Four Disturbing Questions with One Simple Answer
The practice of offering reasons for the Christian faith, or apologetics, strikes many unbelievers today as
offensive, an attempt to proselytize, while Christians themselves often view apologetics as
unsophisticated or even faith-undermining. After all, shouldn't a believer focus on presenting the gospel
rather than attempting to argue people to belief? In Telling a Better Story, author Joshua Chatraw
presents a new and better way to do apologetics, an inside-out approach that is attuned to our latemodern moment and respectful of unbelievers, all the while remaining focused on Jesus. With chapters
on cultural understanding, dealing with the difficult issues, and presenting Jesus in a holistic, contextual
manner, Telling a Better Story offers a roadmap to effective apologetics both for experienced apologists
and those new to sharing their faith with others.

Disproving Christianity and Other Secular Writings (2nd edition, revised)
Atheism’s leading lights have long been intellectuals raised in the secular and academic worlds: Richard
Dawkins, Sam Harris, and the late Christopher Hitchens. By contrast, Jerry DeWitt was born and bred
into the church and was in fact a Pentecostal preacher before arriving at atheism through an
extraordinary dialogue with faith that spanned more than a quarter of a century. Hope After Faith is his
account of that journey. DeWitt was a pastor in the town of DeRidder, Louisiana, and was a fixture of
the community. In private, however, he’d begun to question his faith. Late one night in May 2011, a
member of his flock called seeking prayer for her brother who had been in a serious accident. As DeWitt
searched for the right words to console her, speech failed him, and he found that the faith which once
had formed the cornerstone of his life had finally crumbled to dust. When it became public knowledge
that DeWitt was now an atheist, he found himself shunned by much of DeRidder’s highly religious
community, losing nearly everything he’d known. DeWitt’s struggle for identity and meaning mirrors
the one currently facing millions of people around the world. With both agnosticism and atheism
entering the mainstream—one in five Americans now claim no religious affiliation, according to a recent
study—the moment has arrived for a new atheist voice, one that is respectful of faith and religious
traditions yet warmly embraces a life free of religion, finding not skepticism and cold doubt but rather
profound meaning and hope. Hope After Faith is the story of one man’s evolution toward a committed
and considered atheism, one driven by humanism, a profound moral dimension, and a happiness and selfconfidence obtained through living free of fear.

Hope after Faith
This is a story of a true Christian who believed for nearly three decades, having grown up the son of
evangelical missionary parents, later becoming a missionary himself. Yet he slowly lost his faith and
now no longer holds it. In this part-autobiography, part-expose, Ken traces his journey from evangelical
missionary to secular humanist while remaining part of a committed Christian family. He looks back at a
number of reasons he remained a believer for over a decade after his initial doubts began at university,
critically evaluating each one in a separate chapter. Whether or not you agree with Ken's conclusions,
you will find his journey and his reasons for taking it fascinating and informative. You will end up better
understanding, if not appreciating, the mind of apostates whose desire is to follow the evidence wherever
it leads.

Ten Tough Problems in Christian Thought and Belief
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After my life of faith collapsed, I picked up the broken pieces and tried to envision a new way of living.
Faced with a multitude of choices about what the new version of me might look like, I began to think for
myself about how to build a meaningful life. I decided that if I could describe a religion-not-required
way of finding meaning in life by focusing on things that really matter, it would be something worth
sharing-especially if it could make sense and work for anyone, regardless of religious beliefs, political
stance, personality type, lifestyle, or generational label. And that's how this book came to be. Regardless
of whether you're a free-thinking skeptic or a person of faith, my hope is that in these pages you can
discover new pathways toward values, purpose, and meaning as you consider what matters most in your
life. Tim Sledge

Losing My Religion
A fifth-generation Southern Baptist minister explains his journey to atheism, revealing the problems and
incongruities in belief and faith, the Bible, and religion. (Most of the material in this book was
previously published under the title "Towards the Light.")

Forged
Millions of Christians have struggled with how to reconcile God's love and God's judgment: Has God
created billions of people over thousands of years only to select a few to go to heaven and everyone else
to suffer forever in hell? Is this acceptable to God? How is this "good news"? Troubling questions—so
troubling that many have lost their faith because of them. Others only whisper the questions to
themselves, fearing or being taught that they might lose their faith and their church if they ask them out
loud. But what if these questions trouble us for good reason? What if the story of heaven and hell we
have been taught is not, in fact, what the Bible teaches? What if what Jesus meant by heaven, hell, and
salvation are very different from how we have come to understand them? What if it is God who wants us
to face these questions? Author, pastor, and innovative teacher Rob Bell presents a deeply biblical vision
for rediscovering a richer, grander, truer, and more spiritually satisfying way of understanding heaven,
hell, God, Jesus, salvation, and repentance. The result is the discovery that the "good news" is much,
much better than we ever imagined. Love wins.

Costly Grace
For more than twenty years, Charles Templeton was a major figure in the church in Canada and the
United States. During the 1950s, he and Billy Graham were the two most successful exponents of mass
evangelism in North America. Templeton spoke nightly to stadium crowds of up to thirty thousand
people. However, increasing doubts about the validity of the Old Testament and the teachings of the
Christian church finally brought about a crisis in his faith and in 1957 he resigned from the ministry. In
Farewell to God, Templeton speaks out about his reasons for the abandonment of his faith. In
straightforward language, Templeton deals with such subjects as the Creation fable, racial prejudice in
the Bible, the identity of Jesus of Nazareth, Jesus’ alienation from his family, the second-class status of
women in the church, the mystery of evil, the illusion that prayer works, why there is suffering and
death, and the loss of faith in God. He concludes with a positive personal statement: “I Believe.”

Blue Like Jazz
A popular minister recounts his zealous early life pursuit of the Christian life and his experiences of
emptiness and spiritual detachment, tracing his quest to connect with a God he perceived as distant.
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Godless
An all-powerful God who permits unspeakable horrors and sent a Son who threatened more to come,
forever, to those who don't believe in him. An inspired holy book that turns out to be full of archaic
nonsense, moral failures, and contradictions. A world of disagreement not just between Christians and
other religions, but within Christianity itself. Blood sacrifice and a tale of the walking dead as the very
foundation of faith. These are just a few aspects of Ten very Tough Problems that David Madison
describes in this wonderfully deep yet humorous dismantling of his former faith. Combining rigorous
scholarship with engaging personal reflections and refreshing wit, he offers understanding and even
some laughs while walking with readers past the gravestones of Christian thought and belief.

Love Over Religion
This study offers practical, biblically-based guidance to lead you to identify, understand, and come to
terms with the feelings and problems of growing up in a dysfunctional family.

Love Wins
God loves you just the way you are, but he refuses to leave you there. He wants you to be just like Jesus.
Can you think of a better offer? Jesus felt no guilt; God wants you to feel no guilt. Jesus had no bad
habits; God wants to do away with yours. Jesus had no fears; God wants the same for you. Jesus had no
anxiety about death; you needn't either. God's desire, his plan, his ultimate goal is to make you into the
image of Christ. But how does this change occur? And why does the change seem so slow? If God wants
me to be just like Jesus, why do I still seem just like me? In Just Like Jesus, Max Lucado helps you
answer these questions. He helps you understand God's wonderful ways of transformation. Would you
like to know more? Then read on. And remember: God loves you just way you are, but he refuses to
leave you there. He wants you to be just like Jesus.

Goodbye Jesus
“A breakthrough work coming from the heart of evangelical Christianity,” writes theologian David
Gushee. “Wilson shows how God has led him on a journey toward a rethinking of what the fully
authoritative and inspired Bible ought to be taken to mean in the life of the church today.” “This book …
will shape what the church becomes,” writes anthropologist Tanya Luhrmann. “One of the most
exquisite, painful, candid, brilliant pieces … that I have ever seen,” writes Christian author Phyllis Tickle.
The second edition contains expanded material.

Just Like Jesus
If you are a parent, grandparent, pastor, or teacher looking for a way to teach the children in your life
about God’s never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking, always and forever love, look no further than
The Jesus Storybook Bible. What makes The Jesus Storybook Bible different from other kids’ Bibles?
While other kids’ Bibles contain stories from the Old and New Testaments, The Jesus Storybook Bible
tells the Story beneath all the stories in the Bible, pointing to Jesus as our Savior. From the Old
Testament through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds, children will clearly see that Jesus is at the
center of God’s great story of salvation – and at the center of their story too. The Jesus Storybook Bible:
Visually brings scripture to life for children ages 4–12 Contains 21 stories from the Old Testament & 23
stories from the New Testament Presents the best-loved stories of the Bible in an easy-to-understand
format Features the bestselling writing of Sally Lloyd-Jones & award-winning illustrations of Jago
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Includes a durable hardcover and bright illustrations Is also ideal for adults looking to explore the Bible
in a new way The Jesus Storybook Bible has sold over 2 million copies! Check out the rest of the series,
The Jesus Storybook Bible Coloring Book, and the text-based version, The Story of God’s Love for
You.

Didn't See It Coming
A former preacher tell why he abandoned the guidance of the Bible to follow the dictates of own
conscience.

Caught in the Pulpit
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's word and find more
fulfillment than the dating game could ever give - a life of purposeful singleness.

Leaving Church
Bart D. Ehrman, the New York Times bestselling author of Jesus, Interrupted and God’s Problem
reveals which books in the Bible’s New Testament were not passed down by Jesus’s disciples, but were
instead forged by other hands—and why this centuries-hidden scandal is far more significant than many
scholars are willing to admit. A controversial work of historical reporting in the tradition of Elaine
Pagels, Marcus Borg, and John Dominic Crossan, Ehrman’s Forged delivers a stunning explication of
one of the most substantial—yet least discussed—problems confronting the world of biblical scholarship.

A Letter to My Congregation, Second Edition
Did Jesus ever do anything wrong? Judging by the vast majority of books on New Testament ethics, the
answer is a resounding No. Writers on New Testament ethics generally view Jesus as the paradigm of
human standards and behaviour. But since the his-torical Jesus was a human being, must he not have had
flaws, like everyone else? The notion of a flawless human Jesus is a paradoxical oddity in New
Testament ethics. According to Avalos, it shows that New Testament ethics is still primarily an
apologetic enterprise de-spite its claim to rest on critical and historical scholarship. The Bad Jesus is a
powerful and challenging study, presenting de-tailed case studies of fundamental ethical principles
enunciated or practised by Jesus but antithetical to what would be widely deemed 'acceptable' or 'good'
today. Such topics include Jesus' supposedly innovative teachings on love, along with his views on hate,
violence, imperialism, animal rights, environmental ethics, Judaism, women, disabled persons and
biblical hermeneutics. After closely examining arguments offered by those unwilling to find any fault
with the Jesus depicted in the Gospels, Avalos concludes that current treatments of New Testament
ethics are permeated by a religiocentric, ethnocentric and imperialistic orientation. But if it is to be a
credible historical and critical dis-cipline in modern academia, New Testament ethics needs to discover
both a Good and a Bad Jesus.

The Debaters of This Age
In Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus, now expanded with bonus content, Nabeel Qureshi describes his
dramatic journey from Islam to Christianity, complete with friendships, investigations, and supernatural
dreams along the way. Providing an intimate window into a loving Muslim home, Qureshi shares how
he developed a passion for Islam before discovering, almost against his will, evidence that Jesus rose
from the dead and claimed to be God. Unable to deny the arguments but not wanting to deny his family,
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Qureshi struggled with an inner turmoil that will challenge Christians, Muslims, and all those who are
interested in the world’s greatest religions. Engaging and thought-provoking, Seeking Allah, Finding
Jesus tells a powerful story of the clash between Islam and Christianity in one man’s heart?and of the
peace he eventually found in Jesus. "I have seldom seen such genuine intellect combined with passion to
match truly a 'must-read' book."—Ravi Zacharias

Jesus and John Wayne: How White Evangelicals Corrupted a Faith and Fractured a
Nation
What Does it Mean to Be "Crucified With Christ?" During his lifetime, renowned teacher A.W. Tozer
was often invited to speak at seminaries, churches, and Bible conferences on the topic of the cross and
its meaning for the Christian life. Now, in this never-before-published distillation of his best teaching on
the subject, you will gain a fresh understanding of the cross's centrality to your walk of faith in Christ.
The apostle Paul declared in his letter to the Galatians that he had been "crucified with Christ." But what
does this mean? Is this a claim every believer can and should make? The Crucified Life is a
comprehensive examination of these questions, answered with the deep, biblical thinking for which
Tozer was revered. "God is ingenious in developing crosses for His followers," Tozer was fond of
saying. At the heart of this book, you will find a call to follow Christ to the cross and be raised to new
life--a call to live the crucified life.

The Christian Delusion
A scholar of American Christianity presents a seventy-five-year history of evangelicalism that identifies
the forces that have turned Donald Trump into a hero of the Religious Right. How did a libertine who
lacks even the most basic knowledge of the Christian faith win 81 percent of the white evangelical vote
in 2016? And why have white evangelicals become a presidential reprobate’s staunchest supporters?
These are among the questions acclaimed historian Kristin Kobes Du Mez asks in Jesus and John
Wayne, which delves beyond facile headlines to explain how white evangelicals have brought us to our
fractured political moment. Challenging the commonly held assumption that the “moral majority”
backed Donald Trump for purely pragmatic reasons, Du Mez reveals that Donald Trump in fact
represents the fulfillment, rather than the betrayal, of white evangelicals’ most deeply held values. Jesus
and John Wayne is a sweeping account of the last seventy-five years of white evangelicalism, showing
how American evangelicals have worked for decades to replace the Jesus of the Gospels with an idol of
rugged masculinity and Christian nationalism, or in the words of one modern chaplain, with “a spiritual
badass.” As Du Mez explains, the key to understanding this transformation is to recognize the role of
culture in modern American evangelicalism. Many of today’s evangelicals may not be theologically
astute, but they know their VeggieTales, they’ve read John Eldredge’s Wild at Heart, and they learned
about purity before they learned about sex—and they have a silver ring to prove it. Evangelical books,
films, music, clothing, and merchandise shape the beliefs of millions. And evangelical popular culture is
teeming with muscular heroes—mythical warriors and rugged soldiers, men like Oliver North, Ronald
Reagan, Mel Gibson, and the Duck Dynasty clan, who assert white masculine power in defense of
“Christian America.” Chief among these evangelical legends is John Wayne, an icon of a lost time when
men were uncowed by political correctness, unafraid to tell it like it was, and did what needed to be
done. Trump, in other words, is hardly the first flashy celebrity to capture evangelicals’ hearts and
minds, nor is he the first strongman to promise evangelicals protection and power. Indeed, the values
and viewpoints at the heart of white evangelicalism today—patriarchy, authoritarian rule, aggressive
foreign policy, fear of Islam, ambivalence toward #MeToo, and opposition to Black Lives Matter and
the LGBTQ community—are likely to persist long after Trump leaves office. A much-needed
reexamination, Jesus and John Wayne explains why evangelicals have rallied behind the least-Christian
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president in American history and how they have transformed their faith in the process, with enduring
consequences for all of us.

Making Peace with Your Past
Take the next step. From radical followers of Christ to radical communities of faith. In Radical, David
Platt’s plea for Christians to take back their faith from the American Dream resonated with readers
everywhere, and the book quickly became a New York Times bestseller. Now in Radical Together, the
author broadens his call, challenging us to unite around a gospel-centered vision. How, he asks, might
such a vision reshape our priorities as the body of Christ? How might well-intentioned Christians
actually prevent God’s people from accomplishing God’s purpose? And, how can we best unleash the
people of God in the church to carry out the purpose of God in the world? Writing to everyone who
desires to make an impact for God’s glory—whether you are an involved member, a leader, or a
pastor—Dr. Platt shares six foundational ideas that fuel radical obedience among Christians in the church.
With compelling Bible teaching and inspiring stories from around the world, he will help you apply the
revolutionary claims and commands of Christ to your community of faith in fresh, practical ways. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Why I Believed
From New York Times bestselling author and pastor Timothy Keller, a book about facing the death of
loved ones, as well as our own inevitable death Significant events such as birth, marriage, and death are
milestones in our lives in which we experience our greatest happiness and our deepest grief. And so it is
profoundly important to understand how to approach and experience these occasions with grace,
endurance, and joy. In a culture that does its best to deny death, Timothy Keller--theologian and
bestselling author--teaches us about facing death with the resources of faith from the Bible. With
wisdom and compassion, Keller finds in the Bible an alternative to both despair or denial. A short,
powerful book, On Death gives us the tools to understand the meaning of death within God's vision of
life.

Jesus Storybook Bible
In this anthology of recent criticisms aimed at the reasonableness of Christian belief, a former
evangelical minister and apologist, author of the critically acclaimed Why I Became an Atheist, has
assembled fifteen outstanding articles by leading skeptics, expanding on themes introduced in his first
book. Central is a defense of his "outsider test of faith," arguing that believers should test their faith with
the same skeptical standards they use to evaluate the other faiths they reject, as if they were outsiders.
Experts in medicine, psychology, and anthropology join Loftus to show why, when this test is applied to
Christianity, it becomes very difficult to rationally defend. Collectively, these articles reveal that popular
Christian beliefs tend to rely on ignorance of the facts. Drawing together experts in diverse fields,
including Hector Avalos, Richard Carrier, David Eller, and Robert Price, this book deals a powerful
blow against Christian faith.

The Crucified Life
An influential pastor, podcaster, and thought leader believes it's not only possible to predict life's hardest
moments, but also to alter outcomes, overcome challenges, and defeat your fiercest adversaries.
Founding Pastor of one of North America's most influential churches, Carey Nieuwhof wants to help
you avoid and overcome life's seven hardest and most crippling challenges: cynicism, compromise,
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disconnectedness, irrelevance, pride, burnout, and emptiness. These are challenges that few of us expect
but that we all experience at some point. If you have yet to confront these obstacles, Carey provides
clear tools and guidelines for anticipation and avoidance. On the other hand, if you already feel stuck in
a painful experience or are wrestling with one of these challenges, he provides the steps you need to find
a way out and a way forward into a more powerful and vibrant future.

Jesus Christ Superstition
A clear and frank exploration of the future of Christianity and whether it needs to be saved. We live in
confusing times. Our society has shifted on its moral axis, and many are asking whether Christianity
needs to be reinvented--or even reimagined--in order to save it. With Newsweek declaring "The Decline
and Fall of Christian America" on its cover and The Daily Beast questioning "Does Christianity Have a
Future?" bloggers and Christian commentators are discussing whether we need a "new of kind of
Christianity." In Saving Christianity? Dr. Michael Youssef explores this train of thought and its pitfalls.
He describes how similar discussions in Christianity's recent past explored the very same question.
Saving Christianity? will help you discern what is going on within the church while it reviews the
essentials of the Christian faith as described in the Bible. We dare not abandon this "mere faith," as Dr.
Youssef describes it, because it is the light for all humanity--and especially for those of us living in
today's chaotic times. After reading Saving Christianity? you'll have a renewed confidence in the future
of the church and the central place it will occupy for generations to come.

The Late Great Planet Earth
William Lobdell's journey of faith—and doubt—may be the most compelling spiritual memoir of our time.
Lobdell became a born-again Christian in his late 20s when personal problems—including a failed
marriage—drove him to his knees in prayer. As a newly minted evangelical, Lobdell—a veteran
journalist—noticed that religion wasn't covered well in the mainstream media, and he prayed for the Lord
to put him on the religion beat at a major newspaper. In 1998, his prayers were answered when the Los
Angeles Times asked him to write about faith. Yet what happened over the next eight years was a rollercoaster of inspiration, confusion, doubt, and soul-searching as his reporting and experiences slowly
chipped away at his faith. While reporting on hundreds of stories, he witnessed a disturbing gap between
the tenets of various religions and the behaviors of the faithful and their leaders. He investigated
religious institutions that acted less ethically than corrupt Wall St. firms. He found few differences
between the morals of Christians and atheists. As this evidence piled up, he started to fear that God
didn't exist. He explored every doubt, every question—until, finally, his faith collapsed. After the paper
agreed to reassign him, he wrote a personal essay in the summer of 2007 that became an international
sensation for its honest exploration of doubt. Losing My Religion is a book about life's deepest questions
that speaks to everyone: Lobdell understands the longings and satisfactions of the faithful, as well as the
unrelenting power of doubt. How he faced that power, and wrestled with it, is must reading for people of
faith and nonbelievers alike.

A Farewell to Mars
It is June 2018 as an unusual group of scholars, professors, lecturers, and students gather in a California
hotel. They are all attendees of an Apologetics conference intended to join qualified representatives of
Christian, Deist, and Atheist thought for a two-week, no-holds-barred debate and discussion of their
respective positions that will ultimately be included in a book published after the conference.
Evangelical Christianity is represented by advocates of Evidentialist and Presuppositionalist approaches
to Apologetics. Catholicism, liberal Christianity, and Deism are also well-supported. The Atheist
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perspective is advocated by a polemical author and a college professor notorious for attacking the views
of his Christian students. As the participants argue over controversial issues such as cosmology,
evolution, The Bible, historical evidence for Jesus, the resurrection, biblical prophecies, and the problem
of evil, intellectual fireworks result. But what will result when such a volatile and eclectic group is
placed face-to-face for more than two weeks? The Debaters of this Age is the tale of what happens
inside a California hotel in 2018 when a group of intellectuals gather to vigorously discuss the religious
issues of our time.

Outgrowing Religion
"Not only do I believe that it is possible to maintain moral standards without the crutch of religion but I
would argue that it is the only way to achieve true goodness." Disproving Christianity and Other Secular
Writings compiles popular and lesser-known arguments against the principles established by the
Christian canon. Using a phenomenological approach to build his case based on in-depth study at the
University of California, Santa Barbara McAfee analyzes the Hebrew Scriptures and New Testament
doctrine to build a logical and reasonable case against their validity. From contradictions between lived
and portrayed religions to factual errors within the texts themselves, no stone is left unturned in this fully
updated and expanded refutation of Christianity.

Farewell to God
Robert M. Price, a former Evangelical Christian, examines the confusing intersection of Christianity and
superstition by asking questions. Is "practicing the presence of God" actually a variety of paranoia? Is
having a "personal relationship with Jesus Christ" really akin to a child playing with an imaginary
friend? At what point does a religious belief become an obsessive neurosis? Price finds that the source of
superstition in Christianity is the objectification of the transcendent. As a result, he argues, many of the
most destructive superstitions within Christianity are inessential accretions to the faith, interfering with
life-transforming piety to the glad benefit of many of Christianity's adherents. Christians who believe
that an unexamined faith is not worth having will profit from struggling with Jesus Christ Superstition.

Saving Christianity?
Second Edition Goodbye Jesus is the step-by-step account of a former minister's journey into and out of
faith-the story of a long pendulum swing from the deep commitment of a devout believer to the firm
conviction that no personal God exists and that all religions are man-made. Tim Sledge was a Southern
Baptist preacher and writer for 35 years. His pioneering work in faith-based recovery ministries in the
80s and 90s ultimately guided participants in 20,000 Christian support groups across the U.S. The
driving force behind Sledge's ultimate rejection of Christianity was his long-term, up-close observations
of church life. "After living and leading in the church for decades, I saw no consistent evidence of an
ongoing supernatural presence-and I wanted to see that evidence with all that was in me." Part memoir,
part expos , part polemic, Goodbye Jesus is an honest, highly personal, and frequently provocative
spiritual autobiography that concludes with an insider's takedown of religious faith. This is a relatable
and thoughtful read for those seeking to better understand the evangelical mindset, for Christians who
are questioning their faith, for ministers trying to decide whether to stay or go, and for those who have
left their faith and are dealing with its loss.

How to Live a Meaningful Life: Focusing on Things that Matter
I've shared the details of my spiritual journey in Goodbye Jesus: An Evangelical Preacher's Journey
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Beyond Faith. My aim in this book is raise four challenging questions that need to be addressed by every
Christian believer and then to offer one incredibly simple answer-an answer that challenges the veracity
of the Christian faith but can also be the gateway to a rewarding new life that is based on truth and does
not require the suspension of common sense. Objectively examining your closely held belief system is
not a walk in the park. And facing up to the idea that you might be under a spell that makes it hard for
you to think objectively is daunting, especially when you rely on the spell's results to make you feel that
everything is okay and when you've been warned that tampering with the spell is the worst thing you
could ever do. Choose courage. If what you believe is true, it can stand the test of any question that I or
anyone else might raise. I encourage you to open your mind, face the facts, and decide that you will
follow the truth wherever it leads. I spent most of my life in a search for truth about faith, God, and
religion. Maybe I can save you some time as you make your own decisions. Tim Sledge

The Bad Jesus: The Ethics of New Testament Ethics
A leading American evangelical minister—whom public figures long turned to for guidance in faith and
politics—recounts his three conversions, from childhood Jewish roots to Christianity, from a pure faith to
a highly politicized one, and from the religious right to the simplicity of Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount.
Rob Schenck’s extraordinary life has been at the center of the intersection between evangelical
Christianity and modern politics. Attacked by partisans on both sides of the aisle, he has been called a
"right-wing hate monger," the "ultimate D.C. power-broker," a "traitor" and "turncoat." Now, this
influential spiritual adviser to America’s political class chronicles his controversial, sometimes troubling
career in this revelatory and often shocking memoir. As a teenager in the 1970s, Schenck converted from
Judaism to Christianity and found his calling in public ministry. In the 1980s, he, like his twin brother,
became a radical activist leader of the anti-abortion movement. In the wake of his hero Ronald Reagan’s
rise to the White House, Schenck became a leading figure in the religious right inside the Beltway.
Emboldened by his authority and access to the highest reaches of government, Schenck was a zealous
warrior, brazenly mixing ministry with Republican political activism—even confronting President Bill
Clinton during a midnight Christmas Eve service at Washington’s National Cathedral. But in the past
few years Schenck has undergone another conversion—his most meaningful transition yet. Increasingly
troubled by the part he played in the corruption of religion by politics, this man of faith has returned to
the purity of the gospel. Like Paul on the Road to Damascus, he had an epiphany: revisiting the lessons
of love that Jesus imparted, Schenck realized he had strayed from his deepest convictions. Reaffirming
his core spiritual beliefs, Schenck today works to liberate the evangelical community from the
oppression of the narrowest interpretation of the gospel, and to urge Washington conservatives to move
beyond partisan battles and forsake the politics of hate, fear, and violence. As a preacher, he continues to
spread the word of the Lord with humility and a deep awareness of his past transgressions. In this
moving and inspiring memoir, he reflects on his path to God, his unconscious abandonment of his
principles, and his return to the convictions that guide him. Costly Grace is a fascinating and ultimately
redemptive account of one man’s life in politics and faith.

Life After Church
An Evangelical Christian minister walked away from her faith and became an atheist. Raised in the
confines of Evangelical Christianity from a young age, Cassie Fox served and sought the God she loved
with all of her heart. A true believer, she attended Bible college and became an ordained minister,
fervently preaching the Gospel to others with passion. After years of living a life dedicated to her faith in
God, she learned information that cast her religious beliefs in a different light. In this raw, transparent,
and sometimes heartbreaking autobiography, Cassie Fox shares her gripping journey as she battled and
agonized over the implications of her newfound understanding until she ultimately found peace and
healing in the least expected of places. Walk through this incredible, life changing story of triumph, and
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discover the message of optimism and hope she found at the end. Black Sheep: My Journey from
Evangelical Christianity to Atheism is an empowering, true story. Buy Black Sheep: My Journey from
Evangelical Christianity to Atheism today!

I Kissed Dating Goodbye
Life without church. It's getting easier to imagine. And maybe you already left. A leaver, then.
Committed to Jesus, not an institution. Perhaps you've left your church in spirit, remaining in the pew.
Outwardly silent. Secretly bored. In either case, Brian Sanders has a word for you. Out of his own
experience as a leaver, Brian distills the complex problem into two viable options: Stay. Remain in your
church with the blessing of Christ and in the power of his great vision for the church to come. Take the
path of revolutionary leaving. Move purposefully, seeking the kingdom of God that is beyond
institutions. Whether Sunday mornings find you alone in a one-bedroom apartment or isolated in a
church of thousands, Brian reminds you to keep listening for God's call. Reform the church that is
Christ's. Be it from the inside out, or the outside in.
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